POS

#

RB

26

Scout Name (Last, First)

Prospect (Last, First)

Kennedy, Eric

Miller, Lamar

PLAYER INFO
TEAM

DRAFT YR – ROUND – TEAM

Miami Dolphins

2012 – 4 – MIA

DATE OF BIRTH (AGE)

COLLEGE

April 25, 1991 (23)

MIAMI-FL (FLMI)

PRO POSITIONS

FLAGS

RB

N/A

BEST

Top Play Speed, Pass-pro Technique, Pass Receiving

Anchor Strength, Lack of Improvisation, Yards-After-Catch both running and receiving
Best suited for a platoon situation with a large, power back as he is a functional runner with
adequate instincts and excellent top end speed. Lack of improvisation, awareness, and
PROJECTION toughness prevent him from maximizing his abilities. Young player who still has the
opportunity to improve.

WORST

MEASURABLES

Tapes Viewed

Height

Arm

5100

31 3/8"

Weight

Vertical

224

N/A

Speed

Pro/3 Cone

4.4

N/A

2013 MIA at NE
2013 MIA vs. CIN
2013 MIA at NYJ
2013 MIA vs. NE
2013 MIA vs. NYJ

SUMMARY
3rd year RB who started 26 of his first 39 games with MIA. Performance issues and some minor injuries have
prevented him from earning a starting role. Solid height/weight ratio, with good athletic agility and excellent play
speed. Adequate instincts, vision and awareness, and identifies lanes on the front side of the play well with the
ability to get to the edge using which can result in large gains. Uses burst and good balance to avoid tacklers.
Displays ball awareness and solid hands in the passing game which are an asset, especially if he is delivered the ball
in the open field where he can leverage his speed to maximize gains. Identifies blitzers well, and displays good
posture, sets, and willingness in pass protection. Lacks awareness of cut-back opportunities, occasionally hesitates
before hitting the hole, and rarely improvises. Avoids tacklers, relying on his speed rather than lateral elusiveness or
power. Inadequate functional strength and competitive toughness in short yardage situations; can be overpowered
by stronger blitzers when trying to anchor in pass-protection. Overall, this player has the agility and play speed to be
a functional back, but could maximize his abilities by improving his vision, decisiveness in the hole, and competitive
toughness. Appears to be suited as a 2-down player who platoons with another back.

